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“Obey”

This concept was created in my 2D class for the assignment entitled Evolution.
The purpose of this assignment was to reimagine another artist’s work by retelling the
artist’s concept using collage techniques. The assignment objective was to explore
relationships between new and old modes of thinking or make a political or social
statement. I have always been very conservative with my artwork. I tend to withdraw
from pushing boundaries, but I wanted to evolve a piece that was noticeably identifiable
and fiercely debatable. I started researching street artists because street art has a
rebellious tone to it, and street art tends to be controversial with its message. I
discovered the artist Shepard Fairy. He is well known for his mural of former president
Barrack Obama with the title of “Hope”. He is also known for his “Obey” line of art that
criticizes the social and political infrastructure of America.

I took his piece, “Obey Eye”, and modernized it to relate to the current state of
American society. My collage materials are an oriented strand board (OSB), (similar to
the kind used to board up windows), black cotton fabric, toilet paper and spray paint.
The OSB shows great continuity throughout, with each flake of wood different than the
other and the different color paint overlapping one another. The content of the piece is
strong. It’s meaning captures an ideology that some people find truthful, other people
find offensive, and some others feel confused. The grouping of the eyes and mask on a
center focal point give the appearance of almost looking in a mirror. This piece is weak
in its variety. For the purpose of collage, the OSB acts as an overwhelming material and
the paint lacks depth to the piece.

This work was my way of breaking the chains within myself. The world is filled
with so much uncertainty and division, and the artists are the story tellers. Shepard
Fairy really digs into the conspiracy of the establishment. Whether one believes in his
type of work, one can’t help but question after seeing it. I wanted to make a piece that
would draw people in and start the conversation. I do not have an opinion related to the
content of my piece. The spray paint represents the mutiny of vandalism. I chose to
keep Shepard’s color scheme. The red and black have a frightening presence to them.
Many will look at this and immediately label me a conspiracy theorist. Some will agree
with its content and praise the message in a rebellious raised fist to symbolize- fight
back! Others will wonder about its meaning, maybe feeling anger, sadness, or
depression. This piece was created to draw the audience in and feel something.
Whatever that feeling is, is up to them.
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